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QUESTION 1

A system administrator is installing an enterprise application containing several entity EJBs. All EJBs are contained in
the same EJB JAR file. All CMP EJBs in the JAR file, except one, acc ess the samedatasources. 

What is the MOST efficient way to bind the datasources for the EJBs? 

A. Create a separate EJB JAR file for the EJB that is different and set EJB module datasources on both EJB JARs. 

B. Ask developers to pre-configure the EJB module with the production datasource JNDI names. 

C. Individually, bind each of the EJBs to the datasource they use. 

D. Bind the EJB module to the datasource used by most EJBs, then specify a separate binding for the EJB that is
different 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

On receipt of a JMS message on a queue (Q ), a message-driven bean (MDB) processes the message by invoking a
stateless session bean that does a data base update. Both enterprise beans execute within the same transaction
context. The queue type destination in the underlying Service integration Bus corresponding to Q is defined with the
"Maximum failed deliveries" attribute set to 0, and the "Exception destination" specific as \\'None\\'. 

What happens when the processing of a particular message results in a transaction rollback? 

A. The application server hosting the MDB is shutdown 

B. The JMS runtime stops the delivery of the message to the application 

C. The JMS runtime keeps delivering the message to the application 

D. The message gets stranded on the queue (Q) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A system administrator notices that web requests are falling on a particular application server which has already started.
Which log files should be reviewed for application server errors? 

A. SystemErr.log.SystemOut.log 

B. startServer.log. stopServer.log.System Err.log.SystemOu.log 

C. SystemOut.log 
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D. SystemErr.log 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An internet client is requesting a servlet from their web browser. Assuming that all internet client requests are first routed
to an IP sprayer, which of the following components would typically be involved in the flow of the request from client to
servlet? 

A. JMS server, LDAP server, and EJB container 

B. External HTTP server, HTTP server Plug-in, and web container 

C. Embedded HTTP server, web container, and EJB container 

D. Embedded HTTP server, JMS server, and authentication proxy server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

While testing the HTTP Session affinity behavior of a WebSphere cluster, the system administrator noticed that there
were two versions of the plugin-cfg.xml file used: 

Version #1: plugin-cfg.xml 

 

 

Version #2: plugin-cfg.xml 

 

 

What would be the expected behavioral differences between the two versions of the WebSphere plugin configuration file
in terms of honoring HTTP session addinity? 

A. version#1 supports HTTP Session affinity 

B. version#1 and version#2 both support session affinity 

C. version#2 supports HTTP session affinity 

D. Version#1 and version #2 do not support HTTP session affinity 

Correct Answer: A 
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